
Ancient Rome – Part 3



• Solid paved roads were built to assist trade and 
communication around the empire.  Many still exist 
today.



• Roman aqueducts were incredible works of 
engineering and architecture.  

• The aqueducts could carry up to 300 million gallons 
of water to the city of Rome every day.







Roman Architecture

• Roman architecture 
borrowed Greek 
elements, but made 
them more grand and 
heavy.  

• Roman architects 
designed arches and 
domes that could 
carry great weights.





The Colosseum





http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/38/Colosseum-profile-english.png
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/38/Colosseum-profile-english.png


Pompeii Video

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=vi
deo+on+pompeii+for+kids&&view=detail&
mid=2AC6EC09D33D3FB9454B2AC6EC09D
33D3FB9454B&FORM=VRDGAR

Video #2

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=P
ompeii+Bodies+Documentary&&view=det
ail&mid=1150FF0CD014480BEF701150FF0
CD014480BEF70&&FORM=VDRVRV

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video+on+pompeii+for+kids&&view=detail&mid=2AC6EC09D33D3FB9454B2AC6EC09D33D3FB9454B&FORM=VRDGAR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Pompeii+Bodies+Documentary&&view=detail&mid=1150FF0CD014480BEF701150FF0CD014480BEF70&&FORM=VDRVRV


Roman Emperors after Augustus

Succession of power after the Emperors death was often a time of crisis

Generally there was peace and prosperity for nearly 200 years.

Their were both evil and good emperors; but the empire worked.

- Roads were good so trade prospered

- The Roman army was strong which maintained peace in the empire

- Food was fairly plentiful, and

- The Romans learned how to co-exist with the people they conquered



Rome during the Pax Romana

Though generally at peace, the emperors wanted to be sure the 
Plebaians were controlled

The games and spectacles distracted people from their problems

The Emperors and wealthy paid for the entertainment and gave away 
food

Eventually power and corruption causes the Roman empire to weaken.  
The empire splits into an Eastern and Western Empire in 284 A.D. 





Cultural Contributions
• Roman poets, historians and 

philosophers like Virgil (writes the 
Aeneid) and Tacitus wrote works in 
Latin that survive to this day.

• Roman architecture & engineering

• Latin is the root of several modern 
languages.  

• Roman numerals can also be seen 
in many places today.

• Roman Theatre 



Legal Contributions
• The most valued contribution of the 

Romans to the world was the Twelve Tables 
of written laws.  

• The Roman legal system provided security 
for the empire, equality under the law, the 
right to a defense and to be considered 
innocent until proven guilty.  There had to 
be clear evidence of guilt.

• The Roman legal system inspired legal 
principles still practiced around the world 
today.



The Origins of Christianity

CrashCourse:

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=youtube%2c+crash+course+hi
story+on+christian+persecution&view=detail&mid=9EFF790EC56FD531
27D49EFF790EC56FD53127D4&FORM=VIRE

Who was Jesus?

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=youtube,+crash+course+history+on+christian+persecution&view=detail&mid=9EFF790EC56FD53127D49EFF790EC56FD53127D4&FORM=VIRE


The Origins of Christianity

The Romans adopted gods from throughout the empire

• Retaining your religion was generally allowed by the Roman 
conquerors – as long as you also honored Roman gods, as well

• Christianity appears during the Pax Romana

Why would honoring the Roman gods be okay for most people in the 
empire, but not the Christians?



The origin of Christianity

The Hebrews (Jews) are part of the Roman empire in the first century 
B.C.

Even though they were monotheistic, the Romans, generally excused 
them from honoring Roman gods

Some Jews accepted life under the Romans, many did not and awaited 
a Messiah from god who would lead them to freedom



The Origins of Christianity

The Romans put down revolts in Judea by the Jews, but it made them 
suspicious of Jewish intentions

So when Jesus came along, he was believed to be a threat to Roman 
authority

After his crucifixion Jesus followers spread across the empire to teach 
the Jews who had left Judea for other parts of the empire



The Origins of Christianity
The teachings of Paul:
• Some of these preachers are Jews 

converted to Christianity and they 
begin to target non-Jews for 
conversion to Christianity.

• Distrust of the Christians by the 
Romans grew. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/searc
h?q=roman+prosecution+of+christia
ns%2c+youtube&view=detail&mid=9
442DCFC6727C4F6385B9442DCFC67
27C4F6385B&FORM=VIRE

• Since they would not worship 
Roman gods or the emperor, they 
were believed to be disloyal

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=roman+prosecution+of+christians,+youtube&view=detail&mid=9442DCFC6727C4F6385B9442DCFC6727C4F6385B&FORM=VIRE


The Origins of Christianity

Persecution is more severe under certain Roman emperors who use the 
Christians as scapegoats.

• Many Christians are martyred

• Even though often practiced in secret, Christianity managed to survive 
and spread

• In 313 A.D. Constantine officially ended the persecution of the 
Christians – freedom of religion was allowed

• Eventually Christianity became the official religion of the empire



Origins of Christianity

Why did Christianity spread?

- People liked the messages about love and equality

- It was taught in familiar languages – Greek and Latin

- There were many positive features like equality and a role for women 
as leaders in the church

- While practices varied, the spread of Christianity was broad and 
powerful.  This organization would be important once the Western 
empire falls



Film:  Ancient Rome

1. https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video%2c+ancient+rome%27s+acco
mplishments%2c+discovery+education&&view=detail&mid=15456E2A4D6CB
ACB7D1F15456E2A4D6CBACB7D1F&FORM=VRDGAR

Ancient Rome Video (51 minutes)

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=video,+ancient+rome's+accomplishments,+discovery+education&&view=detail&mid=15456E2A4D6CBACB7D1F15456E2A4D6CBACB7D1F&FORM=VRDGAR

